
 

 

NEWS RELEASE  

 

Technology Industry Veteran Michael Feldman, 
Appointed President and CTO AMFELTEC Corporation 

 

TORONTO, ON -- September 25, 2012 -- Michael Feldman, a technology industry veteran, has 
been appointed president and chief technology officer of AMFELTEC Corporation 
(www.amfeltec.com), effective immediately.   
 
AMFELTEC is a privately-owned company and leading supplier of electronic equipment for 
hardware/software developers, original equipment manufacturers and system integrators in 
diverse industrial markets worldwide including the telecommunication and electronic sectors. 
 
Prior to joining AMFELTEC, Michael was the director of hardware engineering at Sangoma 
Technologies Inc., the premium provider of PC-based telephony hardware and software products 
for proprietary and open source based networking and telephony solutions.  For almost 10 years 
at Sangoma, Michael was responsible for leading the hardware group to maintain its high 
standards of quality and innovation, such as the development of the company’s revolutionary 
technology concept and award-winning Advanced Flexible Telecommunications (AFT) product 
line. 
 
“I look forward to bringing my leadership as well as my research and development expertise to 
AMFELTEC as we design and manufacture innovative products for various market segments,” 
says Michael Feldman. 
 
AMFELTEC’s current patented, unique line of products includes: PCI/PCI express expansion 
backplanes, PCI express cable extenders, In-Circuit Programmer (EasyLoader), award-winning 
Batteryless System Loggers and other innovations.  These products enable design engineers to 
quickly and accurately complete their projects while keeping the total cost of ownership within 
industry standards.  
 
Michael Feldman has more than 28 years of extensive engineering and management 
experience in electronics and computer hardware design. He has been awarded 11 patents and 
has published seven, industry-recognized whitepapers.  Michael holds a Masters Degree in 
Electronic Engineering and Computers from the Moscow Institute of Radio Engineering, 
Electronics and Automatics. 
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About AMFELTEC Corporation (www.amfeltec.com) 
Founded in 1989, AMFELTEC is a privately-owned company and is a leading supplier of electronic 
equipment for hardware/software developers, original equipment manufacturers and system 
integrators in diverse industrial markets worldwide including the telecommunication and electronic 
sectors. Having decades of expertise from highly-qualified hardware and software engineers in fully-
equipped design and testing facilities, AMFELTEC continues to develop new innovative products for 
different market segments, which enable design engineers to quickly and accurately complete their 
projects. 
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